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NEW WHISPER 50 ELECTRIC
POWER CATAMARAN

WHISPER 50 (2025)
Whisper Yachts

载客量 15.0 M (50’)
停泊于 法国

型号 1560

€ 1 780 000
约 $ 2 201 611

托管

NEW WHISPER 50 ELECTRIC POWER CATAMARAN 型号 1560
WHISPER 50 (2025)

Whisper Yachts 停泊于 法国

种类 现代
游艇类型 机动游艇
船身类型 双体船
载客量 15.0m (50’)
船宽 7.5m (25')
吃水 0.9m (3')
船身材料 玻璃钢
发动机 2 / Torqeedo /

随便逛逛 9

内置/翻新 2025/-
Berret-Racoupeau Yacht Design
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NEW WHISPER 50 ELECTRIC POWER CATAMARAN 型号 1560
WHISPER 50 (2025)

Whisper Yachts 停泊于 法国

评论: 100% SOLAR ELECTRIC MOTOR YACHT
Autonomy - Sustainability - Low maintenance cost - Innovation

Available in owner's version 3 cabins, or in version 4 cabins, the Whisper 50 is a luxury electric power catamaran combining high
quality of construction, materials, finishing and technology ; and offering large volumes of comfort in this motor-yacht size range:
Flybridge aera = 24m� (258 ft�) / Main saloon = 43m� (462 ft�) / Aft cockpit = 15m� (161 ft�) / Forward cockpit = 8m�
(86 ft�) / Owner cabin = 25m� (269 ft�) / Guest aera(s) = 19 m� (204 ft�).

The aft platform with its integrated full-width steps is an invitation to come onboard.
It is worthy of a much larger motor yacht. Very welcoming, it is practical for boarding a tender or enjoying a swim, especially as
the shallow draft will allow you access to some magnificent anchoring places.

With sliding side doors and lifting aft window, you have the ability to close or open the entire yacht, offering complete flexibility.
When the doors are closed, you enjoy a secured and protected space. By opening them, you create a seamless connection with the
outdoor environment, allowing you to fully embrace your experience at sea.

The propulsion system is provided by Torqeedo, using the best automotive industry batteries.
It consists in 2 electric motors (2x 50 kW (optional 2x 100 kW)) connected to shaft lines. The electric motors are fed by 240 kWh
battery pack.
Batteries are charged from 3 sources: solar panels (40 m�) of a total of 7,5 kW, shore power connection (13,2 kW) and back-up
generators of 2x 20 kW (optional 2x 35 kW).

Ranges:
Unlimited, with zero CO2 emissions, at 5-6 knots,
5 hours, with zero CO2 emissions, at 8-9 knots,
8 hours, at 9-10 knots using 2x20 kW generators,
1 hour at maximum speed of 15 knots using 2x20 kW generators.

More informations, specifications, options list, rates, on request.

We provide you with the opportunity to own a WHISPER 50 without the expenses and challenges of traditional ownership.

WE GIVE YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP A CREWED CHARTER BUSINESS, IN CARIBBEAN AND/OR IN
WEST MEDITERRANEAN, THROUGH A TAILORED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.

TAKE TO THE SEA..... LEAVE THE PROBLEMS BEHIND!


